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Abstract: The potential of ultrafast lasers (pico- to femtosecond) in orthopedics-related procedures
has been studied extensively for clinical adoption. As compared to conventional laser systems with
continuous wave or longer wave pulse, ultrafast lasers provide advantages such as higher precision
and minimal collateral thermal damages. Translation to surgical applications in the clinic has been
restrained by limitations of material removal rate and pulse average power, whereas the use in surface
texturing of implants has become more refined to greatly improve bioactivation and osteointegration
within bone matrices. With recent advances, we review the advantages and limitations of ultrafast
lasers, specifically in orthopedic bone ablation as well as bone implant laser texturing, and consider
the difficulties encountered within orthopedic surgical applications where ultrafast lasers could
provide a benefit. We conclude by proposing our perspectives on applications where ultrafast lasers
could be of advantage, specifically due to the non-thermal nature of ablation and control of cutting.
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1. Introduction

Lasers have been applied in many fields of medicine to treat diseases since invented.
Today, there is a rapidly growing interest in the use of lasers in orthopedic procedures such
as osteotomy [1–3], oral [4–6] and spine [7,8] surgeries, as well as in cellular biology [9]
and material micromachining [10]. Ultrafast laser, namely pulse widths of nominally a few
picoseconds (ps) or shorter, has notably attracted considerable attention due to its unique
property of optical nonlinearities. A wide range of applications has since been adapted in
biophotonics such as multiphoton microscopy, cataract surgery and cell molecular manipu-
lations [11]. In dentistry, the use of ultrafast lasers has proven promising for developing
surgical procedures with higher precision and improved outcomes [12–15]. Even though a
tremendous amount of research has gone into the field, a search of “ultrafast laser”, “ortho-
pedics” and “bone” yielded no review articles at the time of writing, specifically examining
orthopedic applications using ultrafast lasers. We therefore surveyed the literature and
considered the following questions: (1) With recent advances, is ultrafast laser technology
matured enough for clinical dissemination for uses in orthopedic surgeries and what are
some still existing barriers? (2) What is the current status in orthopedic bone repair and
implants? (3) What are some potential future studies and perspectives for ultrafast lasers
in the field of orthopedics? The aim of this review is to provide an overview of recent
advances in orthopedics-related applications using ultrafast lasers with the primary focus
on bone ablation and implant processing, in an effort to critically evaluate new progress
and provide some insights in the field. This paper begins with a brief background descrip-
tion of ultrafast lasers followed by recent studies in orthopedic surgery and bone implant
processing, and lastly, perspectives on future directions.
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2. Background

Laser ablation of bone tissue has gradually been introduced and accepted clinically as
complementary techniques due to its higher precision and non-contact nature, although
mechanical methods such as the use of drills, burrs, saws and milling cutters remain the
gold standard for bone cutting procedures [16,17]. In particular, compared to laser ablation,
mechanical instruments during bone cutting generate substantial thermal damage, bone
fragmentation, amorphous formation and a mineral-rich carbon layer as well as biome-
chanical stress to adjacent structures; yet surgical protocols are well-established for these
tools with acceptable clinical outcomes [1]. Among the many types of clinical laser systems,
several common ones found within the field of orthopedics are Er:YAG, Nd:YAG, Argon
and CO2 lasers, which machine bone structures by the means of vaporization and melt
expulsion [1,18,19] (Table 1). These conventional clinical laser systems, which have been de-
veloped often as continuous-wave or with longer wave pulse (in the µs and sub-µs range),
depend primarily on the linear absorption of light by the target chromophore(s); thus,
the penetration depth is significantly affected by the absorption coefficient of water in an
inverse relationship [1]. Due to the strong wavelength-dependent nature, non-deterministic
ablation can be generated in highly heterogenous tissue structures leading to unnecessary
injuries. Collateral damage surrounding the laser focal volume can also be induced by
excessive heat release, thus greatly hampering bone healing and regeneration [1,16,17,20].

Table 1. The conventional lasers commonly used in bone-related procedures, with operation wave-
lengths and absorption chromophores [1,18,19].

Laser Wavelength (nm) Absorption Chromophore Typical Laser Power (W)

Er:YAG 2940 Water 100–2250 [21]
Nd:YAG 1064 Pigment, proteins 43–86 [22]
Argon 514 Pigment, hemoglobin 1.5–3 [23]
CO2 10,600 Water 5–40 [24]

The potential and efficiency of ultrafast pulsed laser (pulse ranging approximately
from 100 fs to 10 ps) for ablating biological hard tissues has been extensively studied to
overcome the thermal and thermo-mechanical drawbacks of the conventional laser systems.
In particular, an ultrafast laser source is capable of producing extremely high peak radiation
intensities (>1011 W/cm2), leading to the initial generation of free electrons through a
multiphoton absorption mechanism and band-gap (Zener) tunnelling. A high density
of excited electrons is therefore created locally in a small focal volume due to nonlinear
absorption, triggering avalanche ionization that supports plasma formation. Ablation of
tissue is then generated by the rapidly expanding high-density plasma, forming smoother
cavity walls with negligible thermal damage. This process is known as plasma-mediated
ablation or laser-induced breakdown. A free electron formed during the multiphoton
absorption and avalanche ionization processes can be promoted from the ground state to the
valence band by the energy of two, three, four, five and six photons for wavelengths longer
than 191, 383, 574, 766 and 958 nm, respectively. Wavelength dependence of the process
thus indicates decreased tissue damage threshold along with decreasing wavelength [25].
Thermal damage can remain highly confined in the focal volume during optical breakdown
not only because the location of plasma formation can be controlled by precise energy
deposition using focused laser radiation but also because ultrafast laser pulses are a few
orders of magnitude shorter than thermal diffusion time (heat transfer ranging in the
order of picoseconds to nanoseconds from absorbing proteins to tissue water) [26–28]. A
standard state-of-the-art ultrafast laser system normally uses a Ti:sapphire oscillator in
the near-infrared region or infrared region (NIR/IR) for tissue ablation, where the pulse
width and repetition rate can vary depending on the application. Interested readers can
find more details on ultrafast laser interactions and mechanisms with biological hard
tissues from literature reviews [20,29–34]. Advantages of using ultrafast laser over longer
wave pulse laser have also been recognized, specifically including absence of melting,
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carbonization or microcracks; negligible collateral damage; selective ablation with increased
precision; and the potential for delivering minimal invasive procedures [35]. The inherent
limitations of ultrafast laser tissue ablation lie in the penetration depth and precision,
primarily because of nonlinear self-focusing, plasma defocusing and normal group velocity
dispersion phenomena, which can be mitigated by maximizing focusing numerical aperture
(NA), employing pulse durations shorter than 10 ps and using repetition rates higher than
the kHz regime [20,33].

3. Ultrafast Laser in Orthopedic Surgery
3.1. Ablation Parameters

Early research of ultrafast laser ablation of bone tissues was predominantly focused
on modification and microsurgery of teeth, ear [36] and spine, with very few publications
in orthopedic surgery of the peripheral extremities (long bones of arm and leg). Despite all
the advantages, the main issue that limits its clinical translation and acceptance, namely
the low ablation removal rate, has remained the same even to date [35,37–39]. For instance,
two studies published in 2007 discussed the use of ultrafast laser for bone ablation. Wieger
et al. conducted a comparison study of laser osteotomy on bovine bone tissues using a
femtosecond (fs) Yb:glass laser (pulse duration = 330 fs; λ = 1040 nm; pulse repetition
rate (PRR) = 1 kHz; max. average pulse energy = 130 µJ) and a conventional Er, Cr:YSGG
laser system (pulse duration = 53 µs; λ = 2780 nm; PRR = 20 Hz; max. average pulse
energy = 300 mJ) [35]. The ablation rate of the femtosecond laser (~4 × 10−4 mm3/s) was
found to be approximately 400-fold slower than the Erbium laser (~0.15 mm3/s) given
a power density of ~1000 W/cm2, but could be further optimized by increasing the PRR
while maintaining the favorable cut surface morphology. The ablation thresholds were
calculated to be 0.82, 0.78 and 0.54 J/cm2 for spongiosa bone, compacta bone and cartilage,
respectively, with an average of 72.4 laser pulses overlapped. Moreover, an ultrafast laser
system consisting of a diode-pumped Yb:glass laser seed source and a Yb:KYW thin disk
laser head (pulse duration = 900 fs; λ = 1030 nm; PRR = 45 KHz; max. average pulse
energy = 100 µJ) was used by Liu et al. to achieve a maximum ablation rate of 0.15 mm3/s
in porcine femora at the given power output, which was acceptable clinically for knee
arthroplasty [38]. Additionally, in precision surgery such as stapedotomy, ultrafast laser
has also been proven ideal by offering minimal thermal and acoustic damage [36,40].

Encouragingly, in the past decade, several studies have discovered more novel prac-
tices using ultrafast lasers and attempted to tackle the obstacles in the clinic. Notably,
Subramanian et al. have developed a lightweight, miniaturized surgical ultrafast laser
probe that offers clinically acceptable ablation speed in orthopedic surgery, enabling the
potential of robotic integration [41]. Another group also established an optical real-time
monitoring of ultrafast laser bone drilling utilizing plasma emission spectroscopy, which
allowed for differentiation between bone and bone marrow [42]. The feasibility of drilling
large-sized, deep holes on cortical bones has also been demonstrated [42,43]. Furthermore,
the fastest ablation rate on cortical bone tissues to date is 0.99 mm3/s in the literature,
which was performed on fresh ex vivo sheepshank bone under a cooling condition by
Zhang et al. in 2020 [42], followed by 0.66 mm3/s on dried ex vivo defrost and dried
porcine femurs under a non-cooling condition reported by Gemini et al. in 2021, using
industrially available femtosecond laser sources [44], in comparison to mechanical tools
that enable drilling and cutting speeds of up to 5 mm/s [45]. The upscaling of ablation
rate is fundamentally constrained by the average powers combined with considerations of
repetition rate optimization as well as thermal effect on the tissue [39,46]. The phenomenon
arises from the fact that, at the given laser average power and wavelength, an increase in
single pulse energy resulting from a decrease in PRR improves the ablation rate until the
saturation point where laser energy begins to spread outside the penetration volume [47].
Gemini et al. also compared bone ablation efficiency in different wavelength regimes (IR—
1030 nm, visible—515 nm, UV—343 nm), average powers (IR—6.27 W, visible—6.27 W,
UV—3.9 W), PRRs (250, 500, 1000 kHz) and scanning speeds (1000, 2500, 400 mm/s) with
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the conclusion that visible regime, the lowest PRR and the highest scanning speed provided
the best ablation rate without thermal tissue disturbance because bone chromophores
responded differently to the three wavelength regimes [44]. Moreover, the ablation rate
is sometimes affected by bone debris accumulation depending on the amount generated,
and thus can be further upscaled by immediate debris removal after each pulse using a
cooling system [42,48]. It was demonstrated that compressed air flow and water flow could
reduce bone debris by 64% and 76%, respectively; however, significant laser energy loss
was observed under water cooling conditions leading to the slowest ablation rate [42]. It
has also been noted that sample conditions, specifically ex vivo vs. in vivo, dried vs. fresh
and storage conditions, as well as bone surface processing such as sanding, polishing or
unaltered can have a significant influence on the ablation performance [49–51]; thus, it is
crucial to simulate a real clinical situation for accurate and consistent assessments. Table 2
summarizes the ablation rates from ultrafast laser bone ablation studies of different bone
samples using different laser parameters.

Table 2. Summary of recent studies on the use of ultrafast lasers for orthopedic applications.

Author/Year Bone Type Ablation Rate (mm3/s) Laser System Parameters Potential Application

Subramanian et al.,
2021 [41] Bovine rib (fresh) >1.7 × 10−2

A CaF2 objective;
Er-doped fiber; 1552 nm,

600 fs, 303 kHz

A miniaturized surgical
probe for robotic

microsurgery such
as spine

Gemini et al., 2021 [44] Porcine femurs (defrost
and dried) 0.66

A Tangerine industrial
femtosecond laser,

Amplitude Laser; 517 nm,
350 fs, 250 kHz

Clinical automated
high-resolution

orthopedic surgery

Ashforth et al., 2020 [49] Bovine and ovine cortical
bone (fresh) 0.90 µm/pulse *

A Ti:Sapphire
femtosecond pulsed laser;

800 nm, 140 fs, 1 kHz

Handheld or robotic
high-precision orthopedic

surgery procedures

Zhang et al., 2020 [42] Sheepshank bone (fresh) 0.99
A Yb:KGW femtosecond

laser; 1030 nm, 230 fs,
200 kHz

Large-size hole drilling
with real-time monitoring

Aljekhedab et al., 2019 [48] Bovine cortical bone
(fresh) 0.60 × 10−3

A Ti:Sapphire
femtosecond laser;

800 nm, 210 fs, 1 kHz

High-precision bone
cutting surgery

Tulea et al., 2015 [52] Cow femur cortical bone
(fresh, dried or fixed) 0.19

A Nd:YVO4 picosecond
laser; 532 nm, 25 ps,

20 kHz
Bone surgery

Plötz et al., 2014 [46] Porcine rib (fresh) 8.7 × 10−2 A Nd:YVO4 laser;
1064 nm, 8 ps, 500 kHz Dental surgery

Su et al., 2014 [53] Bovine femoral condyle
(fresh) 0.80 × 10−4

A Ti:Sapphire
femtosecond laser

combined with an optical
parametric amplifier;

1700 nm, pulse duration
N.R., 5 kHz

Microfracture surgery for
articular cartilage injury in

the knee

* Reported as depth removal per pulse.

Characterization of the ablation threshold and the incubation effect likewise plays
a major part in optimizing ablation performance on a particular bone type. Ablation
threshold, which represents the minimal laser fluence needed to initiate material removal
from a surface [39,50], can be measured by exposing the surface to ultrafast laser pulses of
decreasing energy or beam radius until no material removal occurs [39,52] or using the D2-
technique calculation based on the correlation between the diameters of ablated craters and
different pulse energy levels [49,50,52,54–57]. Bone ablation is usually optimized when the
pulse energy is sufficiently higher than the threshold to ensure pulse-to-pulse consistency,
but not exceeding a limit that could induce collateral thermal damage [58]. The balance
between ablation rate and fluence therefore needs to be well characterized for the bone
tissue, otherwise negating the most unique advantage of minimizing thermal effects [59–61].
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On the other hand, incubation effect refers to the phenomenon where a reducing ablation
fluence threshold is accompanied by an increasing number of incident laser pulses in a
power law relationship [62], and is typically caused by sufficient energy deposit from
the few initial pulses for subsequent pulses permitting lower than single-pulse ablation
threshold [41,50,57,63,64]. An incubation coefficient value of 1 indicates no incubation effect.
Incubation effect is the most profound at lower pulse numbers where ablation threshold
is rapidly reduced as the pulse numbers increase until a saturation point [50,65], and has
been shown to modify tissue structures significantly enough, especially at higher PRR, to
create beam distortion, shadowing and substantial light scattering due to debris shielding,
thus leading to considerable thermal disturbance and decrease in ablation rate [44,60].
With that being said, a recent study by Ashforth et al. concluded that there was none to
very little incubation effect found for two types of cortical bones (bovine and ovine) by
showing the same incubation coefficient (1.02 ± 0.05) [49]. The possible reason, as the
authors explained, could be due to the already high level of microscopic inhomogeneity
of native bone tissues; the newly introduced structure defects from laser ablation were
consequently negligible. For clinical translation, such behaviors are indeed beneficial in the
way that the efficiency of ultrafast laser ablation can remain consistent while drilling into
different bone structures. Table 3 outlines the ablation threshold for different tissue types
using different laser parameters.

Table 3. Summary of ablation thresholds determined for different bone types. N = Number of pulses.

Author/Year Bone Type Ablation Threshold (J/cm2) Pulse Duration (fs) Wavelength (nm)

Subramanian et al.,
2021 [41]

Bovine cortical bone
(fresh; unaltered)

1.38 ± 0.18
(N = 25.83 *; multi-pulse

threshold)
600 1552

Ashforth et al., 2020
[49]

Bovine and ovine
cortical bone

(fresh; unaltered)

0.92 (bovine)
0.97 (ovine)
(N = 1000)

140 800

Plötz et al., 2014 [46] Porcine cortical bone
(fresh; unaltered)

1.5
(N = Not Reported) 8 × 103 1064

Cangueiro et al.,
2012 [57]

Bovine cortical bone
(fresh; polished)

0.32 ± 0.04
(N = 100) 500 1030

Nicolodelli et al.,
2012 [60]

Bovine cortical bone
(fresh; polished)

0.23
(N = 1000) 70 801

Emigh et al., 2012 [50] Porcine cortical bone
(fresh; unaltered)

1.75 ± 0.55
(N = 1000) 170 800

Lim et al., 2009 [63] Bovine cortical bone
(fresh; polished)

1.22 ± 0.29 (strong)
0.79 ± 0.18 (gentle)

(N = 1000)
150 775

Girard et al., 2007 [39] Porcine cortical bone
(fresh; polished)

0.69 ± 0.08
(N = 1000) 200 775

* Estimated averaged N value predicted by simulation.

3.2. Thermal Effect

As discussed before, ultrafast laser ablation is overall characterized by minimal ther-
mal damage and limited heat diffusion outside of the focal volume, because the dominant
mechanism, namely multiphoton absorption of light and avalanche ionization or hydrody-
namic plasma expansion [66], is not thermally mediated with only little heat deposition,
making it an auspicious technique in the clinic [20,67–69]. Still early studies demon-
strated some carbonization, cracking and melting [53,57,60], which could be mitigated
by employing cooling systems [42,70]. Nevertheless, recent studies have shown more
optimized performance [34,71,72]. In particular, Ashforth et al. reported no observations of
a heat-affected zone at the maximum laser fluence and pulse numbers by assessing any
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forms of carbonization, discoloration and microcracking around the craters using light
microscopy [49]. Canteli et al. evaluated thermal effects on fresh bovine femur using a
nanosecond laser source (20 ns, 355 nm, 2–100 kHz) as compared to a picosecond laser
source (12 ps, 1064 nm, 100–600 kHz), and found that the picosecond laser, although not
as ideal as femtosecond lasers, resulted in significantly reduced heating compared to the
nanosecond laser [71]. The study by Gemini et al. provided optimization strategies and
described the observation of increasing thermal accumulation while decreasing scanning
speed and increasing PRR individually in the IR and visible wavelength regimes [44]. When
both the scanning speed and PRR were increased, not only thermal loads increased but
expanding plasma plume was also produced, leading to reduced ablation efficiency and
precision. However, the observation did not apply to the UV regime, where collagen and
hemoglobin are the main absorbers. No specific behavior was detected with changing
parameters; the thermal load was comparatively high enough at the lowest PRR to generate
laser-induced bone calcination. In Figure 1, laser-irradiated damages such as the typical
thermal-induced particle-like roughness and micro-cracks can be seen under SEM images
at a higher PRR (Figure 1a), whereas native bone structures containing blood vessels and
osteocytes were preserved at a lower PRR (Figure 1b,c) [44]. The interrelationship between
scanning speed, PRR and wavelength choice therefore requires thorough investigation for
an optimized laser ablation performance without collateral thermal damages on bone tis-
sues. Similarly, Gill et al. studied temperature distributions of dried bovine bone irradiated
also by a Tangerine laser (Amplitude, 320 fs, 1030 nm) using different PRRs [72]. It was
found that carbonization occurred at high enough PRRs where thermal dissipation was
exceeded by accumulation causing irreversible tissue damage, and therefore the importance
of rigorous laser parameter selection was again emphasized in order to minimize thermal
effects while maximizing ablation rates. Furthermore, the pattern of scanning path can also
influence heat accumulation and thus reduce the ablation rate. Circular scanning motion
was found to generate significant thermal damage (charring) as compared to scanning in
line paths because of poor heat dissipation [42]. Additionally, with large-size and deep
holes, ultrafast laser can still produce slight charring around the edge.
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Figure 1. Bone tissues after ultrafast laser ablation under SEM imaging in the visible regime showing
(a) laser-induced thermal damages (spherical structures indicated by the white circle) at a higher PRR
(515 nm, 1000 kHz, 4000 mm/s, 6.27 W), while (b) shows native bone structures such as Volkmann
channels and lacunae at a lower PRR (515 nm, 250 kHz, 4000 mm/s, 6.27 W), as well as the Harversian
channels shown in (c) after ablation in the IR regime (1030 nm, 250 kHz, 1000 mm/s, 6.27 W). Adapted
from [44].

3.3. Surface Morphology

Surface morphology is usually assessed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
confocal microscopy, X-ray computed microtomography (µCT) and histology to evaluate
thermal effects on the tissue [42–44]. By visually examining the condition of craters or
holes on bone tissue after laser ablation on the microscopic level, physical features such
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as charring, roughness and micro-cracks can be identified to determine and compare the
degree of laser-induced damage. As previously mentioned, a picosecond or femtosecond
pulsed laser system generates little to no thermal effect during bone ablation compared
to longer pulse or mechanical tools [59]. Several authors have described, under SEM or
histological observations, that the bottom and side walls of the laser-ablated cavity are
smooth and homogeneous with a well-defined geometry [40,48,49,71]. No significant signs
of charring, melting or major debris accumulation were found [57,59,63]. Figure 2, adapted
from [42], shows an image comparison of ultrafast laser ablation under different cooling
conditions, namely no cooling (a, a1, a2), gas (b, b1, b2) or water (c, c1, c2) cooling, using
white light imaging, SEM and histology, respectively, which demonstrated great uniformity
and precise cutting with, overall, no observation of cracks, especially for cooling-assisted
drillings. Some microcracks were, however, observed in the inner wall without cooling,
which could potentially delay bone healing [42].
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Figure 2. Morphology of laser-drilled bone tissues under different environmental cooling conditions.
Vertical panels (a–c) correspond to without cooling, gas cooling and water cooling; horizontal panels
(subscript: none, 1, 2) correspond to white light, SEM and histology images. Adapted from [42].

4. Surface Modifications of Bone Implants

Another vastly studied area is surface modification of bone implants by ultrafast laser
for improved osteogenesis and osteointegration. The major clinical issue present today,
despite well-established implant techniques, is implant loosening owing to inadequate
integration, fibrogenesis and infection [73]. Surface modification thus plays an important
role to enhance cell–material interactions, and various properties can be manipulated via
ultrafast laser irradiation such as surface topography, roughness and wettability [30,74].
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Different nanostructures of identical materials can initiate different cellular responses and
behaviors including cellular adhesion, motility, orientation and signaling pathways [75].
These factors, in short, greatly affect the success of bone implant performance, which
is essentially dependent on the outcome from the complex interaction between surface
characteristics and biological response. The detailed description of bone–implant interface
can be found in review articles, for example, Refs [76,77]. In general, the goal of sur-
face modification is to enhance the beneficial effects exerted on osteogenic differentiation
and osteointegration of the implant [73,78]. Specifically, increasing hydrophilicity and
roughness supports improved cell adhesion on an enlarged surface area as well as strong
biomechanical anchorage of the implant [79,80]. Some commonly used techniques for
surface roughening include grinding, polishing, sputtering and laser texturing [73]. Similar
to orthopedic bone ablation, the use of ultrafast pulsed lasers (pico- or femtosecond) for
surface modifications of bone implants has become attractive because of the relatively
faster processing time, simpler technical requirements and minimal damage to adjacent sur-
faces [74,81,82]. In terms of the materials for biomedical implants, a particular attention has
been paid to titanium and its alloys owing to their great biocompatibility, high resistance to
temperature and corrosion as well as exceptional strength-to-weight ratio [83,84]; however,
due to bio-inertness of titanium alloys, bioactivation of the material can sometimes be
difficult to achieve [85]. Therefore, in this section, we briefly review recent studies on
ultrafast laser surface texturing of titanium-based implants for orthopedic applications.

In recent years, femtosecond lasers have been explored extensively for surface modifi-
cations of bone implants. For example, Luo et al., investigated the ability of femtosecond
lasers texturing to improve bioactivity of three types of titanium surfaces by assessing
apatite deposition, a key indicator of enhanced biocompatibility and osteointegration, and
found that femtosecond laser texturing could promote apatite precipitation and therefore
better clinical outcomes [85]. Muck et al. examined, opposite to increasing cell adhesion,
micro- and nanostructures fabricated by femtosecond laser processing to reduce cell adhe-
sion [86]. The authors demonstrated that post-processing by electrochemical anodization
following femtosecond laser treatment was able to significantly reduce cell adhesion to
titanium-based flat plates and screws while promoting extracellular matrix production
for osteoblasts. Figure 3 shows the SEM images of differences in osteoblast attachment to
the screw and the growth on the surface between femtosecond laser processing with and
without anodization. The finding suggested that the technique with its reversal could be
applied to bone fixture implants that needed to be removed from the body after a period of
time, i.e., less integration with the bone matrix preferred, as well as the ones that remained
in the body permanently, i.e., promoted matrix growth [86]. Similar studies assessing cell
adhesion and migration also concluded that femtosecond laser processing was able to
improve proliferation of human mesenchymal stem cells, thus promoting osteogenesis
and osteointegration [87,88]. Moreover, Liu et al. successfully prepared titanium alloy
surfaces that enhanced early stage osteointegration with anti-inflammatory properties
using femtosecond laser processing and sandblasting [89], again demonstrating the ben-
eficial effects that ultrafast laser treatment could deliver. On the other hand, ultrafast
laser surface processing of other biomaterials such as polyether-ether-ketone [90,91] and
ceramics [92–94] has also been studied to show a comparable synergistic effect that can
encourage osteointegration and osteogenesis.
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5. Future Direction and Conclusions

As mentioned, the intrinsic properties of ultrafast lasers provide several benefits
in applications involving bone or bony structures. In comparison to conventional CW
and longer wave pulse lasers that primarily depend on linear absorption of light, the
nonlinear nature of ultrafast laser interaction with biological hard tissues enables unique
and promising applications in the field of orthopedic surgery. As such, because of the
difference present in interaction mechanisms, photodamage induced by ultrafast lasers is
essentially wavelength-independent (i.e., optical properties of tissues play a minor role)
with negligible thermal effects and finely controlled precision. In examining the benefits and
potential use of ultrafast lasers during surgery, which can be categorized as pre-operative,
intraoperative and post-operative advantages, there will be a focus on pre-operative and
intraoperative strategies since post-operative utilizations, namely wound healing and tissue
bonding, have been extensively reviewed elsewhere [20,95,96]. In addition to this, we will
speak to the technical challenges encountered so far, which preclude ultrafast lasers from
widespread clinical adoption. Finally, future research directions that are of potential interest
clinically will be discussed.

5.1. Applications

In terms of pre-surgical applications of ultrafast lasers in orthopedic surgery, the main
benefit would be the preparation of implants or materials for integration within bone.
For instance, Liu et al. [89] and Muck et al. [86] have demonstrated how ultrafast laser
machining increases osteointegration and biocompatibility. Taking these into consideration,
it could be envisioned that implants in total hip arthroplasty and total knee arthroplasty
would be patterned to increase osteointegration of the implants without necessitating
the use of bone cement or other anchors, such as intramedullary nailing or percutaneous
screws. Although an uncommon complication, early failure of implants occurs in both knee
and hip arthroplasty, either due to failure of bone cement to anchor the implant causing
loosening and loss of stability, or contact with surrounding bone when using a cementless
implant, leading to a similar outcome [97,98]. Revision surgeries in these cases provide
worse outcomes compared to the primary surgery, with higher rates of infection, worse
overall prognosis and delayed healing, especially in patients with preexisting comorbidities
and poor overall health [99]. Thus, ultrafast laser machining of the implant surface could
mitigate failure rates and improved overall outcomes. However, it should be noted that
during many of these surgeries, it is not known a priori what implant or which size the
surgeon will choose as it is dependent on the size of bored hole in the femur/tibia or the
size of the acetabulum.

In these cases of furthering the osteointegrative potential of hip and knee arthroplasty
implants, there are two approaches in which femtosecond laser surface modification could
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be used. In the first use case, all implants have surface preparation performed with ultrafast
lasers at the time of manufacturing prior to shipment to various orthopedic centers. If the
cost or time of surface preparation is not a feasible option, a second approach would be
for the surgeon to identify high-risk patients where implant failure may occur and prepare
these devices accordingly. Furthermore, many medical device manufacturers have explored
the use of 3D printing of custom implants based on preoperative imaging where ultrafast
laser surface modification in combination with custom 3D-printed joint implants could
provide an overall increase in mobility and function following surgery for these high-risk
patients. Thus, ultrafast laser surface preparation in conjunction with custom implant
manufacturing, where an increase in osteointegration contributes to the overall well-being
of the patient, provides a greater impetus for both custom implant manufacturing as well
as increases in overall outcome. Future work would examine the use of ultrafast laser
patterning on materials outside of the traditional knee arthroplasty and hip arthroplasty
components, as 3D-printed joint replacement can use highly porous materials that are
prone to heat damage and warping [100]. Additionally, recent studies have demonstrated
higher migration rates (implant slides ‘upwards’ from where it was set) for cementless
3D-printed joint ‘stems’ in knee and hip arthroplasty [101]. This migration of the implant
away from where it is set is an indicator of impending aseptic loosening, which normally
necessitates a revision procedure, whereby surface preparation and increased implant
anchoring provides a tangible benefit to both patients and operators, since, as discussed,
revision surgery is a costly and detrimental procedure.

Secondly, to preparation of implants or materials, a large area of research for the use of
ultrafast lasers is cutting of hard surfaces, specifically dentine, enamel and bone. Specifically,
it was noted in early studies on dentine ablation that ultrafast laser cutting provided limited
thermal deposition with increased cellular survival surrounding the ablation area. This
contrasts with the use of electrocautery (EC) or burrs/saws/trephines, where frictional
forces during cutting cause a large amount of heat deposition to the surrounding tissues
outside of bone, leading to potential cell damage with complications such as nerve damage,
bleeding from injured vessels and delayed healing of the cutting surface. In these cases,
the non-thermal nature of ultrafast lasers provides an opportunity for use in procedures
that are performed adjacent to sensitive tissues. These procedures need a safety margin to
protect sensitive tissues; for example, transsphenoidal resection or laminectomy, involving
cutting and removal of bone close to the central nervous system, specifically the pituitary
gland and CSF/dura in transsphenoidal resection and the CSF/dura and the spine in
laminectomy, or close to vessels, such as in brain surgery in the posterior cranial fossa,
where venous sinuses and arteries are located. Utilizing ultrafast laser cutting in lieu
of mechanical drills in transsphenoidal resection or laminectomy, therefore, would be of
benefit in reducing or eliminating thermal deposition in surrounding tissues compared to
a high-speed mechanical burr or trephine alone, providing a greater safety margin in the
procedures where critical tissue is nearby. Furthermore, this could be generalized to many
approaches in the skull, whereby CNS/dura is invariably adjacent; for example, thermal
injury has been demonstrated in retrosigmoid intradural suprameatal approach (RISA),
with cutting through bone leading to injury of the petrosal sinuses and nerve with possible
cerebellar swelling and infarction following [102]. Thus, with limited heat generation,
ultrafast laser ablation could be adopted for procedures whereby limiting adjacent thermal
damage should reduce any unintended consequences from already complex surgeries to
begin with.

5.2. Technical Challenges

Despite the readily apparent advantages with ultrafast lasers, there has been limited
adoption to date, even in applications where the benefits are obvious. The most pressing
challenge surrounding the use of ultrafast laser is the ablation rate compared to conven-
tional laser ablation systems (and their associated drawbacks including carbonization)
and mechanical drilling. It has been described in multiple studies that a femtosecond
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laser system provides an ablation rate of approximately 1 um/pulse in hard tissue such
as bone at a repetition rate of 10 Hz [36,103]. This is compared to up to 30 um/pulse
for Er:YAG laser systems at a pulse rate of 4 Hz. At this repetition rate, the ablation rate
would be 10 um/s, compared to 120 um/s for conventional laser systems. This can be
further compared to mechanical drilling rates of 4–5 mm/s with larger burrs/drill bits that
can achieve the ablation volume in a much shorter time. Research is ongoing into higher
repetition rate femtosecond laser systems (upwards of 40 KHz) that would mitigate some of
the differences through matching the ablation rate; however, the volume ablated per time is
still inherently mismatched due to the size of mechanical drilling devices compared to the
spot size of ultrafast laser devices [44]. Due to the time constraints of many public operating
rooms and the number of patients requiring procedures such as hip and knee arthroplasty,
the ablation rate would be required to come close to matching the shaving/feed rate of
high-speed mechanical drills for clinical translation.

A second technical challenge for ultrafast laser systems is the adoption of these systems
into endoscopic devices for minimally invasive surgery. These approaches are becoming
more prevalent in all surgeries including orthopedic due to the potential for reduced tissue
trauma and quicker recovery. In these approaches, such as transsphenoidal access or
laminectomy, the limitation of ultrafast laser fibers in terms of attenuation and dispersion
characteristics have precluded the adoption into endoscopes that are currently in use.
Although fibers have been developed for implementation into an endoscope, the cutting
power, modal quality, dispersion and attenuation are dependent on the bending radius,
compromising cutting efficiency or ablation rates in these applications altogether. Ongoing
research of fibers for integration into endoscopes, which are flexible enough to generate
continuous power input, provides the basis to suggest that this problem will be overcome
and adoption would be able to proceed [104–106].

5.3. Future Directions

In the scenarios envisioned where ultrafast lasers would potentially be of benefit, there
are number of future directions that should be addressed and examined. Firstly, a method
to stop laser ablation as soon as the bone is cut through to prevent a similar laser-induced
‘plunge’ into tissue such as dura or nervous tissue would need to be developed, similar
to the mechanical chuck that has been integrated into cranial perforators [107]. Plunging
into inferior tissues such as the dura and/or brain would be of greater detriment compared
to any gains made from reduced thermal deposition and reduced thermal damage from
either direct brain damage or CSF leakage. A high degree of pre-planning using CT or
MRI to determine bone thickness as well as depth control during the procedure would
need to be achieved to prevent overcutting at any given volume currently being ablated.
This degree of intraoperative control of cutting/ablation would, at a minimum, require a
guidance platform demonstrated in procedures such as pedicle screw placement whereby IR
based navigation is used to track the screw in real time with combined CT guidance [108],
and the laser tip/front could be tracked in real time. A second approach would be to
combine the ultrafast laser cutting tool with an optical approach such as diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy (DRS) where optical properties of incoming tissue can be measured in real
time. In combining DRS with ultrafast laser cutting/ablation, the relatively slower speed of
laser-based ablation would allow for DRS measurements in combination with real-time
optical property measurements, enabling in-line tissue differentiation. Nonetheless, a
system of external tracking, such as IR navigation, or with fiber measurements of optical
properties, such as DRS, would need to be implemented to prevent overcutting of tissue,
leading to dural laceration or nerve/vessel injury that would provide no appreciable benefit
to conventional surgical techniques.

Secondly, we propose that in the transition of the use of ultrafast lasers into bone
surgery, integration either within a robotic or navigation platform will be necessary to
allow for higher success chance in the proposed applications [109]. As mentioned previ-
ously, cutting depth is an important parameter in the procedures such as laminectomy
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or transsphenoidal placement. Surgeons currently use a combination of auditory cues
and haptic feedback when assessing depth while drilling, and would not be able to use
a laser-based cutting/ablation approach. We propose that a robotic platform could be
developed, including either a navigation device or optical ‘guidance’ system such as DRS.
The addition of these platforms can overcome the loss of haptic feedback and auditory
cues normally used by surgeons while maintaining the safety of the procedure. This can
be expanded to include semi-autonomous or AI-driven robotic platforms where surgeons
design cutting paths in conjunction with a robotic laser-based system that could perform
cutting procedures, such as removal of the sphenoid bone or lamina with minimal surgeon
oversight. This type of platform is appealing as it would lead to a reduction in exposure
to X-rays to both patient and operators, commonly encountered in many orthopedic pro-
cedures and secondly, increase overall outcomes due to increased osteointegration and
reduced thermal deposition.

Finally, laser systems and fibers need to be developed that can provide both high
ablation rates and flexibility that would allow for integration into currently existing mini-
mally invasive surgical devices. In terms of ablation rates, the rate would need to at least
approximate the ablation rate of mechanical drills (4–5 mm/s) as well as approximating
the ablation volume. For example, in orthopedic surgery the drill bit size would be 6–8 mm
with the aforementioned ablation rate in procedures such as hip and knee arthroplasty. It
could be argued that with the added benefits of limited thermal deposition and improved
wound healing, some leeway could be given to the ablation rate of bone; however, it needs
to be fast enough to not unduly delay these procedures. With this in mind, ultrafast laser
systems would be more beneficial in endoscopic-based ablation procedures where the
ablation rate is not the limiting factor with the burrs commonly used being much smaller
(0.5–1.0 mm), and thus the gap between ablation volume not as large. In these procedures,
the benefits of ultrafast laser ablation combined with the more closely matched laser spot
size and burr size would allow for an easier transition without unduly delaying any pro-
cedures. In this case, fiber development would need to allow for shaper bending radii
without an impact on laser performance.

5.4. Conclusions

In examining the osteointegrative potential and hard tissue ablation, the use of ultrafast
lasers in a number of surgical procedures such as total/hip knee arthroplasty, laminectomy
and transsphenoidal resection could lead to meaningful benefits to both patients and
operators; specifically, surface treatment of custom 3D-printed implants for patients, where
ultrafast laser modification could address one of the limitations of increased implant
loosening without the use of cement and lead to further adoption. In addition, reduced
thermal damage to surrounding tissues with laser cutting/ablation in areas adjacent to
critical structures, such as in transsphenoidal resection, highlights one of the benefits
ultrafast lasers can provide. Overall, with further research, specifically in flexible fiber
technology without loss of ablation potential, ultrafast lasers can provide a meaningful
change in outcomes and workflows in the surgical procedures highlighted.
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